
Year 1 Curriculum Overview
Term: Spring 2

Personal Social
and Emotional
Development

Prime Area Building Relationships

- Is increasingly socially skilled and
will take steps to resolve conflicts
with other children by negotiating
and finding a compromise;
sometimes by themselves,
sometimes with support
- Returns to the secure base of a
familiar adult to recharge and gain
emotional support and practical
help in difficult situations
- Is proactive in seeking adult
support and able to articulate
their wants and needs

Managing Self

-Shows their confidence and self-esteem
through being outgoing towards people,
taking risks and trying new things or new
social situations and being able to express
their needs and ask adults for help
- Recognises that they belong to different
communities and social groups and
communicates freely about own home and
community
- Is more aware of their relationships to
particular social groups and sensitive to
prejudice and discrimination
-Shows confidence in speaking to others
about their own needs, wants, interests
and opinions in familiar group
- Can describe their competencies, what
they can do well and are getting better at;
describing themselves in a positive but
realistic term.
- Eats a healthy range of foodstuffs and
understands need for variety in food

Self Regulation

- Talks about their own and others’ feelings and
behaviour and its consequences
- Attempts to repair a relationship or situation
where they have caused upset and understands
how their actions impact other people
- Is more able to manage their feelings and tolerate
situations in which their wishes cannot be met
- Seeks support, “emotional refuelling” and
practical help in new or challenging situations.
- Is aware of behavioural expectations and
sensitive to ideas of justice and fairness
- Seeks ways to manage conflict, for example
through holding back, sharing, negotiation and
compromise.

Communicatio
n and
Language

Prime Area Listening, Attention and
Understanding

- Shows variability in
listening behaviour; may
move around and fiddle
but still be listening or sit
still but not absorbed by
activity

- May indicate
two-channelled

Speaking
- Links statements and sticks to a

main theme or intention
- Uses talk to organise, sequence

and clarify thinking, ideas,
feelings and events

- Introduces a storyline or
narrative into their play

- Connect one idea or action to
another using a range of
connectives.

- Describe events in some detail.

Makaton
- Characters from the story
- Useful school signs,



attention, e.g. paying
attention to something of
interest for short or long
periods; can both listen
and do for short span

- Understands use of
objects (e.g. Which one do
we cut with?)

- Shows understanding of
prepositions such as
under, on top, behind by
carrying out an action or
selecting correct picture

- Responds to instructions
with more elements, e.give
the big ball to me; collect
up all the blocks and put
them in the box

- Beginning to understand
why and how questions

- Understands a range of
complex sentence
structures including
negatives, plurals and
tense markers

- Beginning to understand
humour, e.g. nonsense
rhymes, jokes

- Able to follow a story
without pictures or props

- Listens and responds to
ideas expressed by others
in conversation or
discussion

- Use talk to help work out
problems and organise thinking
and activities, and to explain
how things work and why they
might happen.

Physical
Development

Prime Area Gross Motor

Can work cooperatively in a team
- Can grasp and release with two

Fine Motor

- I can use a knife and fork
- . I can manipulates a range of

PE
- I Can travel with control in a variety of ways
. Can move different parts of the body when
stationary.



hands to throw and catch a large
ball, beanbag or an object
-Negotiates space successfully
when playing racing and chasing
games with other children,
adjusting speed or changing
direction to avoid obstacles

tools and equipment in one hand,
tools include paintbrushes,
scissors, hairbrushes, toothbrush,
scarves or ribbons

- . I can make changes to
malleable materials in ways
such as patting, rolling, pinching
and stretching

- . I can make simple
representations of things I see
fell and imagine

-

. Can use a range of equipment to move with,
on/off, over, under, along and through.
. Can move equipment safely.
. Can use a range of equipment and apparatus
with increasing control and accuracy.
. Shows an awareness of space.
. Starts and stops on a given signal.
. Can travel with changes of speed.
. Can move/respond to a range of stimuli
including percussion and voice, sometimes
showing rhythm.

Literacy Specific Area Core Book:
Beegu

Word
Reading

Read letter
groups that
represent
one sound
and say
sounds for
them e.g. ch

Read Phase
3 common
exception
words

Read simple
phrases and
sentences
made up of
words with
known
letter-sound
corresponde
nces, and
where

Comprehension

Demonstrate understanding of
what has been read to them by
retelling stories and narratives
using their own words and
recently introduced
vocabulary;

Dialogue between characters

Book Talk
○

- Book Talk- author, illustrator,
- Sequencing events in stories.
- Character descriptions.
- Describing different animals and

environments, developing subject-specific
vocabulary.

- Performing your own stories to an
audience.

- Answering ‘how’ and ‘why’ questions in
response to stories and events.

- opening, events, character, end.
Story-mapping to support re- telling story.

- Developing prediction skills.
- Sustained story- making. *Visualising story

setting through illustrations and given
descriptive language

- Exclamations and questions. *Creating
new characters for stories.

- Developing understanding of different
cultures from stories



necessary, a
few
exception
words

Phonics Phonics: Practice phase 2 and teach and practice
phase 3 sounds
Phase 2
S,a,t,p,i,n,m,d,g,o,c,k,ck,e,u,r,h,b,f,ff,l,ll,ss
Phase 3
,j,v,w,x,y,z,zz,qu,sh,ch,th,ng,ai,ee,igh,oa.oo, ar, or,
ur,ow,oi, ear, air, ure, er

CVC word reading ie goat, boat, bat, book
CVC word writing ie sheep, beep, soil, cart
Writing simple sentences: The car is full
Extending sentences: The car is full and I am sad.
Using finger spaces, capital letters, full stops

Teach practice phase 2 & teach 3 tricky words: Children can recognise and write
Phase 2: I, the, to, go, no, into
Children can recognise: we,be,me,was, my, no,go, you, they, her, all, are

Mathematics Specific Area Cardinality and Counting
● Subitising 1-10 (warm up)
● word Saying number names in sequence 0-50 (warm up)
● Numeral Meaning
● Knowing that the number does not change even if things have been rearranged
● Knowing that the number does not change even if things have been rearranged

Comparison
● Comparing numbers and reasoning
● Knowing the one more than/one less than relationship

Composition
● Part whole - identifying smaller number combinations within a number e.g. 5 spot of a ladybird could be 4+1
● Inverse operation

Pattern
● Identifying the unit of repeat
● continuing and copying an ABC pattern and making own

Measures
● Showing awareness of comparison and predicting
● Comparing indirectly e.g. packing a shopping bag putting the heavier items at the bottom
● Beginning to use time to sequence events

Space and shape



● Describing properties of shapes

Maths KIRF KIRF - I can partition numbers from 6 to 9 into 2 groups

Understanding
The world

Specific Area Past and Present
* Talking about past and present in our own lives.
*Discussing our own baby/ toddler photos.
*Simple chronology- placing our baby/ toddler
photos on time line.

People, Culture and Communities
* Talking about the lives of the people around us.
*Invite parents/staff in to talk about themselves and their
jobs in the local community

Expressive
Arts and
Design

Specific Area Creating With Materials
I can describe what I am doing in some detail
I can talk about the differences between materials
I can name the primary colours and mix them
together
I can join a variety of materials together

Being Imaginative and Expressive
I can retell and act out a fairytale.
I can change elements including the ending of a fairytale.
I can adapt well known stories and narratives and small
world/ role play them with others
I can use what I know and have read to help create my
own stories


